Abstract. Philippine Stock Exchange Composite Index (PSEi) is the main stock index of the Philippine Stock Exchange (PSE). PSEi is computed using a weighted mean of the top 30 publicly traded companies in the Philippines, called component stocks. It provides a single value by which the performance of the Philippine stock market is measured. Unfortunately, these weights, which may vary for every trading day, are not disclosed by the PSE. In this paper, we propose a model of forecasting the PSEi by estimating the weights based on historical data and forecasting each component stock using Monte Carlo simulation based on a Geometric Brownian Motion (GBM) assumption. The model performance is evaluated and its forecast compared is with the results using a direct GBM forecast of PSEi over different forecast periods. Results showed that the forecasts using WGBM will yield smaller error compared to direct GBM forecast of PSEi.
Introduction
The Philippine Stock Exchange Composite Index (PSEi), formerly known as Phisix, provides investors and other market participants a point of reference that can measure the performance of Philippine stock market. It is composed of 30 common stocks of listed companies, which are carefully selected by the Philippine Stock Exchange (PSE). To be selected, a company must rank among the top 25% in terms of median daily value in nine out of the twelve-month period in review, and have at least 12% free float level. The Philippine Stock Exchange (PSE) chooses the top 30 among qualified companies based on the full market capitalization. PSEi serves as an indicator in the price level changes of the entire Philippine stock market. It also provides a useful benchmark against which to measure an investor's portfolio. Because of these, there is a need to model and forecast the value of PSEi.
There have been different methods in modeling stock composite indices. Cointegration and Granger causality tests were used by Albu [1] in choosing what variables or indicators estimated the composite index of economic activity in Romania. Hussain and Li [2] used generalized extreme value (GEV), generalized logistic (GL) and generalized Pareto distributions to model the distribution of the extreme daily returns of the Shanghai Stock Exchange Composite Index from 1991 to 2013. They also used power-weighted method to estimate their model parameters. Leigh, Hightower and Modani [3] used a nonlinear neural network model that featured information on volume increase, interest rate change and previous price behavior in modeling the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) Composite Index.
There were also other papers that studied PSEi. Sudirman and Darmayanti [4] used Box Jenkins methodology to estimate the best model for the stock exchange composite indices of Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore, Philippines and Thailand. Dolores [5] applied Monte Carlo simulations based on a regime-switching lognormal model to project returns of PSEi. To estimate the parameters of the model, he used maximum likelihood estimation. He also compared the results obtained to the results using a simple lognormal model. Stock prices and stock indices are stochastic in nature, which means they are not constant over time. Here, we model PSEi using Geometric Brownian Motion (GBM). Moreover, PSEi values are calculated based on a weighted mean of the component stocks. PSE is the governing agency that assigns the weight of each component stock. These weights are periodically subject to review and revision. Unfortunately, these weights are not publicly disclosed.
In this paper, we model and forecast PSEi using Monte Carlo simulations based on weighted GBM forecasts. The weights of the component stocks are estimated using constrained multilinear regression. We refer to this method as WGBM. The forecasts of WGBM are then compared with those obtained by modeling PSEi as GBM, referred to as GBM.
Methods
Let ‫ݐ‬ = 0,1,2, … , ܶ where ܶ is the end horizon, ܹ ௧ be a Brownian motion and ℱ ௧ , ‫ݐ‬ ≥ 0, be an associated filtration. Define a geometric Brownian process by the stochastic differential equation
(1) By Itô's formula, assuming constant ߙ, ߪ, (1) can be solved as
The parameters ߙ and ߪ are the drift rate and volatility of the GBM, respectively.
Let ܻ ௧ = log(ܵ ௧ ܵ ௧ିଵ ⁄ ) for ‫ݐ‬ = 1, 2, … , ܶ . Then the volatility ߪ is ߪ = ‫ܻ(݀ݐݏ‬ ௧ ) × √ܰ (3) where ‫ܻ(݀ݐݏ‬ ௧ ) is the standard deviation of ܻ ௧ for ‫ݐ‬ = 1,2, … , ܶ and ܰ is the number of trading days in a year. The drift of ܵ ௧ is calculated using linear regression on the log price process, i.e. we seek the parameters a and b such that minimizes
.
(4) The drift rate ߙis then obtained by
(5) Let ܵ ௧ be the actual value, ܵ መ ௧ be the forecast value and ݁ ௧ = ܵ ௧ − ܵ መ ௧ be the forecast error or residual for each time ‫ݐ‬ = 1,2, … , ܶ. To evaluate the performance of the model, we use the root mean square error (RMSE) and mean absolute percentage error (MAPE). RMSE measures the square root of the average squared deviation of the forecasted and actual values, given by:
MAPE measures the percentage of average absolute deviation of the forecasted and actual values, given by:
Let ݅ = 1,2, … , ݊be the index of the component stock. Givenܲ ௧ the PSEi value at time ‫,ݐ‬ ܵ ௧
and ܸ ௧ the closing price and outstanding volume of stock ݅ at time ‫,ݐ‬ respectively, and ‫ݓ‬ the weight of each stock ݅,then the weights of the component stocks are calculated using constrained multilinear regression, i.e. we solve
Here the entries of the design matrix ‫ۯ‬ are given by‫ܣ‬ ௧ = ܵ ௧ ⋅ ܸ ௧ for each ‫ݐ‬ and ݅.
Results
We used historical data of the closing prices of the component stocks and PSEi for every trading day from 2012 to 2014. The first method (WGBM) modeled PSEi using100,000 Monte Carlo simulations of the 30 component stocks, each assumed to follow GBM process, repeated 30 times. In the second method (GBM), PSEi was modeled using Monte Carlo simulations of the PSEi index, assumed to follow GBM process, repeated 30 times. The Monte Carlo simulations were implemented using Matlab ® . We varied the range of historical data used and the forecast period to evaluate model performance.
Each component stock of PSEi was modeled and forecasted using WGBM where the parameters ߙ and ߪ were estimated using (5) and (3), respectively. The forecasted closing price of component stock ݅ for ݅ = 1,2, … , ݊ was denoted by ܵ መ ௧
for each time ‫.ݐ‬ We then used (8)to determine the weight of each component stock. The forecasted value of PSEi, denoted by ܲ ௧ , was computed by The component stocks were individually modeled using the GBM process given in (2). Table 2 shows the drift rate (ߙ ) and volatility (ߪ ) of component stock݅ , for ݅ = 1, 2, … , 30 .We then used these parameters to forecast each component stock for the period from January to March 2014. (SMC) had the lowest drift rate and was among six stocks that had negative drift rates, indicating a general downward trend over the period of study. Philippine Long Distance Telephone Company (TEL) had the lowest volatility. Using the estimated drift rate and volatility, the forecasted values of each component stock were multiplied by the corresponding outstanding volume (i.e. number of outstanding shares) and the weight computed using constrained multilinear regression in Table 1 to determine the predicted value of PSEi. Averaging over 100,000 runs and repeated 30 times, the forecasted values of PSEi using weighted Geometric Brownian Motion (WGBM) are shown in Figure 1 . The performance of the forecasts was evaluated using RMSE and MAPE given by (6) and (7). The computed mean RMSE and MAPE are 132.1974 and 1.6717%, respectively. We extended the period of study to 2.25 years, 2.5 years, 2.75 years and 3 years and used WGBM to model the value of PSEi by recalculating the weight of each component stock using constrained multilinear regression, subject to nonnegative parameters. Then, we forecasted the values of PSEi for the succeeding quarter following the period of study. We conducted 100,000 runs each simulation, repeated 30 times and recorded the RMSE for each simulation. Afterwards, we computed the mean and standard deviation of the errors compared with the actual values of PSEi in the forecast period. Table 3 shows the weight of each component stock obtained over the study period from April 2012 to March 2014. Figure 2 shows the forecast for April to June 2014 with mean RMSE and MAPE of 203.6851 and 2.5987%, respectively. For the study period from April 2012 to June 2014, Table 4 shows the weight of each component stock and Figure 3 shows the forecast for July to September 2014. The mean RMSE and MAPE of the forecast are 191.0458 and 2.5645%, respectively. For the study period from April 2012 to September 2014, Table 5 shows the weight of each component stock and Figure 4 shows the forecast for October to December 2014. The mean RMSE and MAPE of the forecast are 97.4783 and 1.1812%, respectively. Lastly for the study period from April 2012 to December 2014, Table 6 shows the weight of each component stock and figure 5 shows the forecast for July to September 2014. The mean RMSE and MAPE of the forecast are 273.5275 and 3.3441%, respectively. As comparison for WGBM, we then modeled PSEi directly using Monte Carlo simulations based on GBM. The drift and volatility of PSEi were computed similarly using (5) and (3). Table 7 shows the drift rate and volatility of the value of PSEi for the different periods of study. Figures 6 to 10 show the forecast for different periods of the study. Table 8 shows the mean and standard deviation RMSE of the model performance over different forecast periods. WGBM has smaller RMSE compared to GBM for all forecast periods. Based on the results of this study, WGBM obtained better forecasts compared to directly using GBM on PSEi, with difference in errors as high as 100%. 
Conclusion
In this paper, the Philippine Stock Exchange index was modeled using Monte Carlo simulations based on weighted Geometric Brownian Motion forecasts and a direct application of Geometric Brownian Motion. Simulations were done for 100,000 iterations and repeated 30 times. The performance of each model was evaluated using root mean square error. Numerical results showed that the first method (WGBM) yielded a significantly smaller RMSE compared to direct GBM. Hence, WGBM was a better method in modeling PSEi, in this study. WGBM method should be applicable to any stock index data, and even other stochastic data such as interest rates, exchange rates, mutual funds and others. It may also be used in weather data such as precipitation, rainfall and others. This study may be extended further using other stochastic models for forecasting. The estimation of the weights of the component stocks may also be improved.
